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Lost Encyclopedia
A narrative history of the emergence of electronic "free culture" explains how strict intellectual property rights, hierarchies
of credentialed experts, and other forms of centralized control are being challenged and reshaped by the world of digital
media, in an account that includes coverage of such figures as hacker Richard Stallman and copyright scholar Lawrence
Lessig. 20,000 first printing.

Fringe - Sins of the Father (novel #3)
Billy Pilgrim returns home from the Second World War only to be kidnapped by aliens from the planet Tralfamadore, who
teach him that time is an eternal present

Ender's Game
This product description has been updated by the publisher effective August 6, 2013. This collectors' set features a special
edition ofFringe: September's Notebook bound in sleek black leatheras seen in one of the final episodes of the show, in the
hands of the title character! The book is housed in a deluxe clamshell case, with a numbered plate with replica signatures
by showrunners and cast. Also included are exclusive ephemera, including two additional posters and a complete
reproduction of the comic book seen in Season 5, with awesome illustrations inspired by the show's "Fringe Division." ONLY
1,267 CREATED. Copyright © 2013 Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. FRINGE and all related characters and elements are
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trademarks of and © Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.

James Acaster's Classic Scrapes - The Hilarious Sunday Times Bestseller
The critically acclaimed Fringe television series explores the dramatic and grotesque as impossible crimes are investigated
by the government's shadowy Fringe Division, established when Special Agent Olivia Dunham enlisted institutionalized
"fringe" scientist Walter Bishop and his globe-trotting son, Peter, to help in investigations that defy all human logic - and the
laws of nature. Author Christa Faust (Choke Hold, Supernatural) is working hand-in-hand with the television writers to create
new adventures uncovering the secrets of the series. The first novel revealed how Walter Bishop and William Bell
discovered the drug Cortexiphan--and the alternate universe! Book two will explore how Olivia Dunham first was subjected
to Cortexiphan experiments, with catastrophic results. Faust has been given unprecedented access to stories that have not
been told on-screen, but weave directly into the series canon, much as Joss Whedon's Buffy graphic novels continue that
series' official storyline. Copyright © 2013 Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. FRINGE and all related characters and elements
are trademarks of and © Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.

Into the Looking Glass
Robert J. Sawyer's award-winning science fiction has garnered both popular and critical acclaim. The New York Times Book
Review called Frameshift "filled to bursting with ideas, characters and incidents." His novels are fixtures on the Hugo and
Nebula ballots. Sawyer now brings us Flashforward, the story of a world-shattering discovery. In pursuit of an elusive
nuclear particle, an experiment goes incredibly awry, and, for a few moments, the consciousness of the entire human race
is thrown ahead by about twenty years. As the implications truly hit home, the pressure to repeat the experiment builds.
Everyone wants a glimpse of their future, a chance to flashforward and see their successes or learn how to avoid their
failures. Winner of the Aurora Award and the basis for the hit ABC television series. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

If You Meet the Buddha on the Road, Kill Him
It’s the end of everything in contemporary America. A future without power. But what will survive? Mr Burns asks how the
stories we tell make us the people we are, explodes the boundaries between pop and high culture and, when society has
crumbled, imagines the future for America’s most famous family.

Conversations with Friends
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Suck It, Wonder Woman! brings Olivia Munn's unique humor, incredible wit, and lightning-fast costume changes to a world
that needs more scrapbooking, sea monkeys, and for the love of God, a freakin' hoverboard! In this hilarious collection
you'll find essays like "thought's About My First Agent's Girlfriend's Vagina," wherein Olivia skewers what it's like to live in
Hollywood. In "Sex: What You Can Do to Help Yourself Have More of It," she frankly gets down to the business of getting it
on, including advice on how to appropriately wrap it and bag it. In "What to Do When the Robots Invade (Yes, When!),"
Olivia offers valuable information on . . . what to do when the robots invade! And just when you thought she couldn't get
any more geeky, she can. This book also includes such handy treasures as a timeline of great moments in Geek history, a
flip book, an unofficial FAQ section, and a nifty (read: smokin') foldout poster.

Leviathan Wakes
Finding people who don't want to be found is a young man's game. But when a beautiful celebrity begs semi-retired Walter
Sherman to locate her nephew, he can't refuse. In his search for Harry Levine, Walter soon discovers that others are
desperate to find him and willing to kill for what he has: the written confession by the mastermind behind the assassination
of John F. Kennedy. Among those clamoring for the confession are the Kennedy family, renegade Russians seeking the
Czar's gold, and a powerful man with connections to the CIA. Finding Harry is one thing, but hiding him from professional
killers pushes Walter's aging skills to the limit. It's a wild chase across Europe, Mexico, and the Caribbean in Richard
Greener's heart-stopping thriller that offers an unexpected twist on existing JFK conspiracy theories.

Viral Spiral
Build yourself a box and think outside of it. Your time starts now In the TV show and on my marriage certificate, my job
description is 'Taskmaster's Assistant'. That's what I do and it's an honour. I like Taskmaster a lot. And, of course, I love The
Taskmaster. He's mountainous. If you feel in any way the same as me then you should enjoy this book. There are tasks for
you, your friends and your family. There are 20 new tasks, some brand new secret things and sneaky tricks. And there is
one swear word. So it's almost exactly like being on the show. Good luck. Make good choices. Let's do Him proud. Alex
Horne Taskmaster's Assistant

Planet Simpson
The book is the basis for the first season of The Expanse, a new original series premiering on Syfy in December 2015.
Leviathan Wakes is James S. A. Corey's first novel in the epic series the Expanse, a modern masterwork of science fiction
where humanity has colonized the solar system. Two hundred years after migrating into space, mankind is in turmoil. When
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a reluctant ship's captain and washed-up detective find themselves involved in the case of a missing girl, what they
discover brings our solar system to the brink of civil war, and exposes the greatest conspiracy in human history. The
ExpanseLeviathan WakesCaliban's WarAbaddon's GateCibola BurnNemesis Games The Expanse Short FictionThe Butcher of
Anderson StationGods of RiskThe ChurnDrive

Flashforward
An anniversary edition of the classic story follows the adventure, romance, and off-kilter foibles of the faithful Westley,
beautiful farm girl-turned-princess Buttercup, and their intrepid companions.

The Secret History of Twin Peaks
Two executive producers on CBS's "Ghost Whisperer" offer this full-color spirit guide that contains information on
communicating with ghosts in the real world.

A Beginner's Guide To Acting English
With tainted meat the weapon and corporate greed the motive, The Knowland Retribution is an extremely topical suspenserevenge thriller. Walter Sherman, a/k/a the Locator, is a tracker who honed his skills in Vietnam. The colorful cast of
characters also includes Sherman's two friends--a bartender with a mysterious past and an old black man who smokes like
a chimney; a feisty young woman who writes obituaries for the New York Times; a southern lawyer who has lost everything
and has only one thing to live for; and a group of Wall Street investment bankers who make a deadly decision. The action
takes the reader from a tiny Caribbean bar on the island of St. John to the editorial boardroom of the New York Times, from
the gleaming skyline of Atlanta to the isolation of northern New Mexico, from Adirondack hideouts to Manhattan suites to
Mississippi backwoods. This complex and compelling mystery thriller is the first in a series featuring Walter Sherman as the
Locator.

Grimms' Fairy Tales
The official encyclopedia of ABC's acclaimed hit series Lost features back stories for all characters both major and minor;
data on key objects important to the twisting, mystery-laden, time-jumping plot; and a foreword by the show's executive
producers.
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Suck It, Wonder Woman!
Never-before-revealed secrets of the characters, leading to the creation of the government’s covert Fringe Division. In
2008, Peter Bishop is estranged from his father and running shady operations in Southeast Asia. His latest scam lands him
in a life-or-death situation involving weird events beyond the ken of modern science. On the run, he finds himself pursued
by strange specters of his past… and his future. The Fringe Division is summoned when the unimaginable occurs. Armed
with experimental technology, special agent Olivia Dunham, “fringe” scientist Walter Bishop, and his son Peter Bishop
investigate cases that lie beyond the realm of possibility.

The Knowland Retribution
A smart, accessible and funny cultural analysis of The Simpsons, its inside stories and the world it reflects. From Bart
Simpson to Monty Burns, the Internet boom to the slow drowning of Tuvalu, Planet Simpson explores how one of the most
popular shows in television history has changed the way we look at our bewildering times. Award-winning journalist Chris
Turner delves into the most esoteric of Simpsons fansites and on-line subcultures, the show’s inside jokes, its sharpest
parodies and its ongoing love-hate relationship with celebrity to reveal a rarity of literary accomplishment and pop-cultural
import — something never before achieved by a cartoon. Complementing its satirical brilliance, The Simpsons boasts a
beloved cast of characters, examined here in playful and scrupulous detail: Homer, selfish, tyrannical and not too bright,
but always contentedly beholden to his family; Bart, pre-teen nihilist and punk icon; Lisa, junior feminist crusader; and
Marge, archetypical middle-American mother, perpetually dragging her family kicking and screaming to higher moral
ground. And while the voice actors behind the regular cast have eschewed celebrity, Turner considers why a stunning host
of guests — Hollywood icons and has-beens, politicians, professional athletes, poets and pop stars — have submitted
themselves to the parodic whims of the Simpsons’ writers. Intelligent and rambunctious, absorbing and comic, Planet
Simpson mines this modern cultural institution for its imaginative, hilarious, but always dead-on, reflections on our world.
Excerpt from Planet Simpson Three Fun Facts About “D’oh!” 1. The Oxford English Dictionary defines “d’oh” as “Expressing
frustration at the realization that things have turned out badly or not as planned, or that one has just said or done
something foolish.” 2. The origins of “D’oh!” A Tracey Ullman–era Simpsons script called for Homer to respond to an
unfortunate turn of events thus: “[annoyed grunt].” Dan Castellaneta, the voice-actor who plays Homer, improvised the
exclamation, “D’oh!” It stuck. 3. The godfather of “D’oh!” Dan Castellaneta freely admits that he lifted Homer’s famous yelp
from James Finlayson, a Scottish actor who played a bald, cross-eyed villain in a number of Laurel & Hardy films in the
1930s. Finlayson’s annoyed grunt was a more drawn-out groan — Doooohhh! Castellaneta sped it up to create Homer’s
trademark.
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Fringe
Sophia Abenezra arrives in the Arctic Circle searching for extreme forms of life -- and finds more than she expected. Her
Inuit guide Nick Tonarak and his pet wolf guard an ancient family secret, one that will change her view of the world and the
universe. Even as they are drawn to one another, an intruder from another world hunts them through the icy waste, seeking
to end an ancient war.

Chimera
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead is a play which, as it were, takes place in the wings of Hamlet, and finds both
humour and poignancy in the situation of the ill-fated attendant lords. The National Theatre production in April 1967 made
Tom Stoppard's reputation virtually overnight. Its wit, stagecraft and verbal verve remain as exhilarating as they were then
and the play has become a contemporary classic. 'One of the most original and engaging of post-war plays.' Daily Telegraph

Caliban's War
"The classic of modern science fiction"--Front cover.

Fringe - The Burning Man (Novel #2)
"The best book I read this decade." -Sharon Van Etten in Rolling Stone “Boy Swallows Universe hypnotizes you with wonder,
and then hammers you with heartbreak. . . . Eli’s remarkably poetic voice and his astonishingly open heart take the day.
They enable him to carve out the best of what’s possible from the worst of what is, which is the miracle that makes this
novel marvelous.” -Washington Post A "thrilling" (New York Times Book Review) novel of love, crime, magic, fate and a
boy’s coming of age in 1980s Australia, named one of the best literary fiction titles of 2019 by Library Journal. Eli Bell’s life
is complicated. His father is lost, his mother is in jail, and his stepdad is a heroin dealer. The most steadfast adult in Eli’s life
is Slim—a notorious felon and national record-holder for successful prison escapes—who watches over Eli and August, his
silent genius of an older brother. Exiled far from the rest of the world in Darra, a neglected suburb populated by Polish and
Vietnamese refugees, this twelve-year-old boy with an old soul and an adult mind is just trying to follow his heart, learn
what it takes to be a good man, and train for a glamorous career in journalism. Life, however, insists on throwing obstacles
in Eli’s path—most notably Tytus Broz, Brisbane’s legendary drug dealer. But the real trouble lies ahead. Eli is about to fall
in love, face off against truly bad guys, and fight to save his mother from a certain doom—all before starting high school. A
story of brotherhood, true love, family, and the most unlikely of friendships, Boy Swallows Universe is the tale of an
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adolescent boy on the cusp of discovering the man he will be. Powerful and kinetic, Trent Dalton’s debut is sure to be one of
the most heartbreaking, joyous and exhilarating novels you will experience.

Boy Swallows Universe
Originally published: London: Faber & Faber Limited, 2017.

Fringe - The Zodiac Paradox (Novel #1)
The Anarchist Cookbook will shock, it will disturb, it will provoke. It places in historical perspective an era when "Turn on,
Burn down, Blow up" are revolutionary slogans of the day. Says the author" "This book is not written for the members of
fringe political groups, such as the Weatherman, or The Minutemen. Those radical groups don't need this book. They
already know everything that's in here. If the real people of America, the silent majority, are going to survive, they must
educate themselves. That is the purpose of this book." In what the author considers a survival guide, there is explicit
information on the uses and effects of drugs, ranging from pot to heroin to peanuts. There i detailed advice concerning
electronics, sabotage, and surveillance, with data on everything from bugs to scramblers. There is a comprehensive chapter
on natural, non-lethal, and lethal weapons, running the gamut from cattle prods to sub-machine guns to bows and arrows.

Ghost Whisperer
A fresh, realistic approach to altering one's destiny and accepting the responsibility that grows with freedom. No meaning
that comes from outside of ourselves is real. The Buddahood of each of us has already been obtained. We only need to
recognize it. “The most important things that each man must learn no one can teach him. Once he accepts this
disappointment, he will be able to stop depending on the therapist, the guru who turns out to be just another struggling
human being.” Using the myth of Gilgamesh, Siddhartha, The Wife of Bath, Don Quizote . . . the works of Buber, Ginsberg,
Shakespeare, Karka, Nin, Dante and Jung . . . a brilliant psychotherapist, guru and pilgrim shares the epic tales and intimate
revelations that help to shape Everyman's journey through life.

Donnie Brasco
The USA TODAY bestseller is now in paperback with a new chapter on Global Warming! This all-encompassing guide to
skeptical thinking from podcast host and academic neurologist at Yale University School of Medicine Steven Novella and his
SGU co-hosts, which Richard Wiseman calls "the perfect primer for anyone who wants to separate fact from fiction." It is
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intimidating to realize that we live in a world overflowing with misinformation, bias, myths, deception, and flawed
knowledge. There really are no ultimate authority figures-no one has the secret, and there is no place to look up the
definitive answers to our questions (not even Google). Luckily, THE SKEPTICS' GUIDE TO THE UNIVERSE is your map through
this maze of modern life. Here Dr. Steven Novella-along with Bob Novella, Cara Santa Maria, Jay Novella, and Evan
Bernstein-will explain the tenets of skeptical thinking and debunk some of the biggest scientific myths, fallacies, and
conspiracy theories-from anti-vaccines to homeopathy, UFO sightings to N- rays. You'll learn the difference between science
and pseudoscience, essential critical thinking skills, ways to discuss conspiracy theories with that crazy co- worker of yours,
and how to combat sloppy reasoning, bad arguments, and superstitious thinking. So are you ready to join them on an epic
scientific quest, one that has taken us from huddling in dark caves to setting foot on the moon? (Yes, we really did that.)
DON'T PANIC! With THE SKEPTICS' GUIDE TO THE UNIVERSE, we can do this together. "Thorough, informative, and
enlightening, The Skeptic's Guide to the Universe inoculates you against the frailties and shortcomings of human cognition.
If this book does not become required reading for us all, we may well see modern civilization unravel before our eyes."--Neil
deGrasse Tyson "In this age of real and fake information, your ability to reason, to think in scientifically skeptical fashion, is
the most important skill you can have. Read The Skeptics' Guide Universe; get better at reasoning. And if this claim about
the importance of reason is wrong, The Skeptics' Guide will help you figure that out, too." --Bill Nye

Nemesis Games
A holistic approach to television criticism, this analytical companion to the popular show Fringe examines the drama’s
mythology and unveils its mysteries while exposing significant cultural issues addressed in each episode. With a strong
basis in science fiction, Fringe has all of the archetypal characters and themes of the genre, from the covert mastermind
and the mad scientist to dangerous advances in technology, parallel worlds, and man-made monsters. This guide explores
how the show uses these elements to tap into a deeper understanding of the human experience. Less focused on individual
episodes, this book is split into three parts, each discussing a broad element of the narrative experience of the first three
seasons of this multilayered show.

Taskmaster
This three-volume collection of original essays examines cult pop culture, the often-seedy underbelly of American popular
culture. • 60 essays examine cult topics based on linked subject matter • Organization by subject enables readers to
quickly find what interests them most • A "Further Reading" section, including websites, films, and multimedia sources,
helps readers to delve into cult pop culture topics in greater depth
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Slaughterhouse-five
**THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER** 'I don't think I've ever read a book that has made me cry with laughter as much as this
one. It was very difficult reading it in public as I looked like a madman' - Richard Herring James Acaster has been nominated
for the Edinburgh Comedy Award five times and has appeared on prime-time TV shows like TASKMASTER, MOCK THE WEEK,
LIVE AT THE APOLLO and WOULD I LIE TO YOU? But behind the fame and critical acclaim is a man perpetually getting into
trouble. Whether it's disappointing a skydiving instructor mid-flight, hiding from thugs in a bush wearing a bright red dress,
or annoying the Kettering Board Games club, a didgeridoo-playing conspiracy theorist and some bemused Christians, James
is always finding new ways to embarrass himself. Appearing on Josh Widdicombe's radio show to recount these stories, the
feature was christened 'James Acaster's classic scrapes'. Here, in his first book, James recounts these tales (including neverbefore-heard stories) along with self-penned drawings, in all their glorious stupidity.

The Amityville Horror
Is The Wire better than Breaking Bad? Is Cheers better than Seinfeld? What's the best high school show ever made? Why
did Moonlighting really fall apart? Was the Arrested Development Netflix season brilliant or terrible? For twenty years-since
they shared a TV column at Tony Soprano's hometown newspaper-critics Alan Sepinwall and Matt Zoller Seitz have been
debating these questions and many more, but it all ultimately boils down to this: What's the greatest TV show ever? That
debate reaches an epic conclusion in TV (THE BOOK). Sepinwall and Seitz have identified and ranked the 100 greatest
scripted shows in American TV history. Using a complex, obsessively all-encompassing scoring system, they've created a
Pantheon of top TV shows, each accompanied by essays delving into what made these shows great. From vintage classics
like The Twilight Zone and I Love Lucy to modern masterpieces like Mad Men and Friday Night Lights, from huge hits like All
in the Family and ER to short-lived favorites like Firefly and Freaks and Geeks, TV (THE BOOK) will bring the triumphs of the
small screen together in one amazing compendium. Sepinwall and Seitz's argument has ended. Now it's time for yours to
begin!

The Skeptics' Guide to the Universe
Critically acclaimed Fringe explores new cases with endless impossibilities. Set in Boston, the FBI's Fringe Division started
when Special Agent Olivia Dunham enlisted institutionalized "fringe" scientist Walter Bishop and his globe-trotting, jack-ofall-trades son, Peter, to help in investigations that defy all human logic - and the laws of nature. The first in an all-new
series of tie-in novels!
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The Lacey Confession
The fifth book in the NYT bestselling Expanse series, Nemesis Games drives the crew of the Rocinante apart, and as they
struggle to survive, the inner planets fall victim to an enemy's catastrophic plan. Now a Prime Original series. A thousand
worlds have opened, and the greatest land rush in human history has begun. As wave after wave of colonists leave, the
power structures of the old solar system begin to buckle. Ships are disappearing without a trace. Private armies are being
secretly formed. The sole remaining protomolecule sample is stolen. Terrorist attacks previously considered impossible
bring the inner planets to their knees. The sins of the past are returning to exact a terrible price. And as a new human order
is struggling to be born in blood and fire, James Holden and the crew of the Rocinante must struggle to survive and get back
to the only home they have left. Nemesis Games is a breakneck science fiction adventure following the bestselling Cibola
Burn. The Expanse Leviathan WakesCaliban's WarAbaddon's GateCibola BurnNemesis GamesBabylon's AshesPersepolis
RisingTiamat's Wrath The Expanse Short Fiction The Butcher of Anderson StationGods of RiskThe ChurnThe Vital
AbyssStrange Dogs

Mr Burns
The Brothers Grimm collected folk stories from German households in the 19th C. Some of their tales have dark undercurrents of psychology, others are romantic and amusing.

Cult Pop Culture: How the Fringe Became Mainstream [3 volumes]
“Save the cheerleader, save the world” are the defining words of Heroes, the phenomenal series that has transformed
television drama. They are also the cryptic marching orders for the show’s cross section of ordinary individuals united by an
extraordinary bond. Each possesses a superhuman ability, and together they must prevent the course of history from taking
a terrifying turn. Now, in this original novel based on the TV phenomenon, in a thrilling story that will captivate even those
who haven’t seen the show, one of these unexpected saviors steps center stage on a deeply personal quest that will test
the limits of his gift, the depth of his love, and the ultimate strength of his will. Hiro Nakamura possesses the remarkable
power to control time. And like his uniquely blessed comrades, he’s on a mission for the good of humankind. But another
challenge awaits him: saving the love of his life from an unspeakable death. Charlene “Charlie” Andrews is the big-hearted,
small-town beauty whose sunny smile and sweet soul knocked the shy Hiro head over heels. But when Charlie’s young life
is snuffed out by a grisly serial killer, their budding romance is brutally cut short. Or is it? Thanks to his astounding
newfound skill, Hiro has the means to do what no tragedy-stricken lover in history ever could–turn back time. And no matter
how raw his abilities, or how many twists of circumstance conspire to foil him, he vows to deliver Charlie from the evil
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poised to claim her. He will be her hero. But what possible consequences might changing the past visit upon the future?
How could saving one cherished life affect millions of others? And what ultimate choice will Hiro make when the power of
fate rests in his hands? From the Hardcover edition.

Fleabag: The Scriptures
From the co-creator of the landmark series, the story millions of fans have been waiting to get their hands on for 25 long
years. The Secret History of Twin Peaks enlarges the world of the original series, placing the unexplained phenomena that
unfolded there into a vastly layered, wide-ranging history, beginning with the journals of Lewis and Clark and ending with
the shocking events that closed the finale. The perfect way to get in the mood for the upcoming Showtime series.

The Biggest Ever Tim Vine Joke Book
Hilarious, heartwarming and inspirational, this is the number 1 Sunday Times bestselling autobiography by comedian Sarah
Millican. The funniest book of the year! ***** 'The naughtiest, helpiest, laughieoutloudiest and goodest book I've ever done
reading on. Give that girl a banana!' DAWN FRENCH SARAH MILLICAN'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY WILL MAKE YOU LAUGH, FEEL
NORMAL AND PROBABLY SNIFF YOUR LEGGINGS. Part autobiography, part self help, part confession, part celebration of
being a common-or-garden woman, part collection of synonyms for nunny, Sarah Millican's debut book delves into her
super normal life with daft stories, funny tales and proper advice on how to get past life's blips - like being good at school
but not good at friends, the excitement of IBS and how to blossom post divorce. If you've ever worn glasses at the age of
six, worn an off-the-shoulder gown with no confidence, been contacted by an old school bully, lived in your childhood
bedroom in your thirties, been gloriously dumped in a Frankie and Benny's, cried so much you felt great, been for a
romantic walk with a dog, worn leggings two days in a row even though they smelt of wee from a distance, then this is
YOUR BOOK. If you haven't done those things but wish you had, THIS IS YOUR BOOK. If you just want to laugh on a
train/sofa/toilet or under your desk at work, THIS IS YOUR BOOK. 'Of course Sarah Millican's book will make you laugh out
loud, but there are moments where she will touch you deeply. The dirty bitch.' KATHY BURKE

Heroes: Saving Charlie
It's 1977 and life in Iran is becoming unpredictable. The Shah will be overthrown and events are about to take place on the
world stage. But for five-year-old Shappi Khorsandi all this means is that she must flee, leaving behind a mad extended Iran
clan and everything she has ever known. Shappi and her beloved brother Peyvand arrive with their parents in London - all
cold weather and strange food - without a word of English. If adapting to a new culture isn't troubling enough, it soon
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becomes clear that the Ayatollah's henchmen are in pursuit. With the help of MI5, Shappi's family go into hiding. So apart
from checking under the family car for bombs every morning, Shappi's childhood is like any other kids' - swings in the park,
school plays, kiss-chase and terrorists. 'An extraordinary storyreally funny and warm' Graham Norton

The Anarchist Cookbook
The second book in the NYT bestselling Expanse series, Caliban's War shows a solar system on the brink of war, and the
only hope of peace rests on James Holden and the crew of the Rocinante's shoulders. Now a Prime Original series. We are
not alone. On Ganymede, breadbasket of the outer planets, a Martian marine watches as her platoon is slaughtered by a
monstrous supersoldier. On Earth, a high-level politician struggles to prevent interplanetary war from reigniting. And on
Venus, an alien protomolecule has overrun the planet, wreaking massive, mysterious changes and threatening to spread
out into the solar system. In the vast wilderness of space, James Holden and the crew of the Rocinante have been keeping
the peace for the Outer Planets Alliance. When they agree to help a scientist search war-torn Ganymede for a missing child,
the future of humanity rests on whether a single ship can prevent an alien invasion that may have already begun . . .

Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead
“A fascinating and frightening book” (Los Angeles Times)—the bestselling true story about a house possessed by evil spirits,
haunted by psychic phenomena almost too terrible to describe. In December 1975, the Lutz family moved into their new
home on suburban Long Island. George and Kathleen Lutz knew that, one year earlier, Ronald DeFeo had murdered his
parents, brothers, and sisters in the house, but the property—complete with boathouse and swimming pool—and the price
had been too good to pass up. Twenty-eight days later, the entire Lutz family fled in terror. This is the spellbinding,
shocking true story that gripped the nation about an American dream that turned into a nightmare beyond imagining—“this
book will scare the hell out of you” (Kansas City Star).

How to be Champion
Go deeper into the groundbreaking, Emmy-winning series with this must-have collection—“a completist’s dream of a book,
including the show’s full scripts and Waller-Bridge’s commentary” (Vogue). “Her coat falls open. She only has her bra on
underneath. She pulls out the little sculpture of the woman with no arms. It sits on her lap. Two women. One real. One not.
Both with their innate femininity out.” Phoebe Waller-Bridge’s critically acclaimed, utterly unique series Fleabag took the
world by storm with its piercing dialogue, ruthlessly dry wit, and deeply human drama. In Fleabag: The Scriptures, WallerBridge brings together for the first time the complete filming scripts of the first and second seasons, annotated with neverPage 12/14
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before-seen stage directions and exclusive commentary on her creative process and the making of the series. Now
recognized as one of today’s most essential voices, she delivers powerful insights into her now-iconic protagonist: the
hilarious, emotionally damaged, sexually unapologetic woman who can make viewers laugh, cry, and cringe in a single
scene. Essential for any fan, Fleabag: The Scriptures is the ultimate companion to a landmark series.

TV (The Book)
Donnie Brasco takes on both the Russian and Italian mobs. But this time, it's not his life on the line--it's his daughter's life.

The Princess Bride
The irrepressible, hysterical, puntastical Tim Vine, star of stage and screen, treats all of us here in his first joke book.
Packed full of zingers and hilarious illustrations, if this doesn't put a smile on your face, nothing will. What's not to like: The
other day someone left a piece of plasticine in my dressing room. I didn't know what to make of it. I'm against hunting. I'm
actually a hunt saboteur. I go out the night before and shoot the fox. I saw this bloke chatting up a cheetah. He was trying
to pull a fast one. Black holes. I don't know what people see in them. So I fancied a game of darts with my mate. He said,
'Nearest the bull goes first.' He went 'Baah' and I went 'Moo'. He said 'You're closest.' Velcro. What a rip-off. Black Beauty.
He's a dark horse. I've got a sponge front door. Hey, don't knock it.
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